Abstract: Key Management is the critical issue of a cryptographic system and it requires a better security mechanism. Bio-cryptology provides a strong solution for the said critical issue. Fuzzy vault scheme is a popular scheme to design bio-cryptosystems. Key is secured with the biometric data mixed up with some noise points known as chaff points in a secure storage i.e. vault. Generation of chaff points is the important part of the fuzzy vault system. This work is mainly aims to present an authentication scheme (Key matching) with reducing the complexities of chaff generation. In chaff generation, circle packing, geometrical hashing etc. techniques are used to protect the real data from the noisy data, but these techniques are complex. Here a novel method of chaff generation is used where newly generated chaff point compared with genuine points (stored in a dataset) to assure that it is different, hence genuine points are protected. Experimental results shows that our method have less complexity and performs better than other existent methods.
I. INTRODUCTION
Now a day various services over the highly networked society require reliable means of personal authentication schemes. Preserving Integrity, Confidentiality and Availability of information is the major goals of the information security. There are different methods for user authentication, i.e. using password, smartcard or biometric traits based. For Information security various techniques like Cryptography Biometrics and Data hiding are used, but alone these solutions are not sufficient for the given issue. Mixing one technique with other gave a better solution in order to enhance the security level. Bio-cryptic system is one of those techniques where application of cryptography is mixed with biometrics. It provides better security for the critical issue of cryptography i.e. Key Management. Due to its good safety measures Biometric authentication is widely used as it provide better protection to avoid information theft and safety harassment [1] . Thus, for providing complete authentication mechanism or for securing the traditional cryptographic keys Biometrics-based authentication becomes an alternative of password-based authentication system in now a days. Biometric authentication systems also have many exploitable vulnerabilities, [8] especially in the networked infrastructure, like SQL injection attacks may cause a serious threat to the database. Hence combination of biometric property with cryptography may also have some exploitable vulnerability. We need to add some extra feature in it to enhance its architectural level security. To design such bio-cryptosystem the application of a fuzzy vault scheme [7] is applied. For those applications where biometric based authentication and cryptography both are combined together fuzzy vault scheme is more suitable. As far as other practical cryptosystems is concerned where key management is the critical issue, fuzzy vault also overcomes this issue. Here in our work, this scheme is used to protect the key; key is mixed up with the user's biometric trait (fingerprint) and the generated chaff points [6] . Key from the user is encoded as the coefficients of a polynomial and mixed with the minutiae points extracted from the fingerprint and the generated chaff points. The generated chaff points are mixed with minutiae points which are used in user authentication to make it hard for an attacker to guess or extract the minutiae points. Combination of minutiae and chaff points make attacker harder to extract the polynomial coefficients i.e. the key. Bio-cryptosystems can include fingerprints, iris, face and palm-print. In fuzzy vault scheme the chaff generation module is the most computable heavy block. This module generates false minutiae points which is used to hide the genuine points from the attacker. A novel chaff generation method is used and compared with some existing chaff generation methods [4] . The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. In Section II Background work of the chaff generation is discussed. Section III deals the fuzzy vault scheme. In Section IV deals with our novel chaff point generation method. Experimental results are discussed in the Section V and Section VI concludes the paper.
II. BACKGROUND WORK
Our work focused on the authentication scheme and to propose a less complex chaff generation method. Fuzzy vault scheme is applied to secure the key that is used for the matching in order to process the authentication request of a user. In the fuzzy vault scheme different methods have been used to generate chaff points by different researchers. In [4] the concept of circle packing which is a theorem in geometrical mathematics is used. It is less computational heavy than the other existing methods. In [5] authors applied the geometric hashing to find geometric objects of the same or similar shape even though they may be rotated and/or translated. In [3] author proposed a method in which the fingerprint images are splits into the various segments which is known as image cells and each of these cells have eight adjacent image cells. There were two criteria for generation of a new chaff point: (i) points are just pixels with X-coordinate value not having similar X-coordinate value as the valid points and the existing chaff points, and (ii) The Y-coordinate value should not be equal to polynomial P(x).
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III. FUZZY VAULT SCHEME Juels and Sudan proposed a scheme [9] termed as fuzzy vault. As discussed earlier fuzzy vault scheme aims to shield the important data like secret encryption key, with the help of biometric traits so that only the right user can access the secret by providing the valid biometric trait.
A. Encoding Phase
The encoding process of fuzzy vault is shown in the fig. 1 . In this phase the key from user is taken and mixed with user's own biometric trait i.e. his fingerprint in order to hide the key. The key and biometric traits are represented as points having coordinates values in a 2-D plane. Apart from these points some false points are added into the template to protect the genuine points.
The procedure is as follows: 
3.
= { } =1 , where ∈ and r is the number of minutiae points is a user's fingerprint template. To obtain genuine points evaluations of P are computed on the elements of M, treating the elements of M as distinct xcoordinates. These points stored in a set. Initially a large number of minutiae will generate, a processing will require to extract useful minutiae. Based on the distance between a termination and a bifurcation and a threshold value number of minutiae can be adjust. If the distance between a termination and a bifurcation is smaller than the threshold value, those minutiae will be removed.
4.
After getting the genuine points set some noise points (i.e. chaff points) will be added in it, in order to enhance the security level. Chaff points are also stored separately in a set.
The generated fuzzy vault template has the combination of valid and chaff points in x-y plain. 
B. Decoding Phase
Decoding of the fuzzy vault is shown in the figure 3, and its steps are described as follows 1. The user who needs validation or authentication will give his biometric trait (here fingerprint) and the secret key. 2. After getting the secret key again the key will be encoded as the coefficients of an n th -order polynomial same as in encoding process and also generate required number of minutiae points (as in encoding phase) by user's taken biometric trait.
In Biometric Data Mapping process the new biometric
feature is compared with the saved fuzzy vault members of the database. Those minutiae points which matched with the stored database minutiae points will be removed from the saved fuzzy vault member (temporarily for matching). 4. Load the saved chaff point set for that particular fuzzy vault member and remove chaff points from it to get the polynomial coefficients. 5. This polynomial coefficient is matched with the polynomial coefficients generated in step 2. If user is a registered person and given his right secret key, both the polynomial should produce same coefficients hence both two will get matched and user can be authenticated. 
IV. CHAFF GENERATION METHOD
To generate random noise or false points in the fuzzy vault encoding process, Chaff generation method is used. Chaff points generated and mixed with the real minutiae points and secret key to hide these points from the attacker, so it becomes very hard for an attacker to recognize the real points and the chaff points. These Chaff points are scattered over the fuzzy vault randomly and without any set pattern. Quantised biometric feature area should be taken into consideration while generating the chaff points and every chaff point should maintain a minimum distance with other chaff point. Clancy chaff generation algorithm [2] is very popular for this purpose.
A. Proposed Chaff Generation Algorithm
1. Calculate the feature area FeatureArea (R) = del_X * del_Y; Where, del_X = Xmax-Xmin and del_Y = Ymax-Ymin Xmax is maximum X-coordinate value for genuine points, Xmin is minimum X-coordinate value for genuine points, Ymax is maximum Y-coordinate value for genuine points and Ymin is minimum Y-coordinate value for genuine points, 2. Generate random chaff point and insert with following conditions: while(index < Number_of_chaff) { Generate Temporary random chaff_point; Check_if(whether generated chaff points lie between R and does not belong to genuine points (stored in a data set)) { Include chaff_pointff; Increase the index; } else ignore the Temporary chaff_point & continue; } Minimum number of iterations required to generate desired chaff points will be equals to number of chaff points we need.
V. RESULT OF THE PROPOSED CHAFF GENERATION ALGORITHM
Result of our chaff generation algorithm is shown in the following figures, Fig 4 and Fig 5. In the figures red dots are the minutiae points and blue points are the chaff points. Chaff points scattered all over the template region as allowed by the proposed Algorithm. 
VI. RESULT AND ANALYSIS
Here secure key is taken from the user as an input and securing it by the means of bio-cryptic system. To generate polynomial coefficients CRC32 function is used. The CRC32 computes the CRC-32 checksum value of the data stored in the vector. The result is an unsigned 32-bit integer. Here the number of polynooial coefficients is lioited to 10, coefficients less than 10 allowed but not oore than 10. Perforoance of sooe chaff point generation oethods are tabulated in the Table 1 with different nuober of oinutiae and chaff points. Table 1 includes the Clancy oethod, a oethod published in a research paper [4] and our proposed oethod. The cooputation tioes of the Chaff point generation oethods are recorded in the Table 1 for different cases based on the nuober of oinutiae and chaff points. For the evaluation of perforoance gain, speed-up is calculated between our proposed oethod and referred oethod for each case. Table shows as the nuober of chaffs increased, the coooutation tioe is also increased with a great oargin. In our proposed oethod also systeo execution tioe increased as the chaff points increased, but the oargin of increoent is very less as coopared to the referred oethod. Hence our oethod is getting a better perforoance gain as coopared to other oethods listed in the Table 1 . The unit of the systeo execution tioe for each chaff generation oethod is taken in seconds. Perforoance of the both proposed oethod and referred oethod are shown by the following plot. Following plot clearly displays how the systeo execution tioe increased with the increoent in the chaff points. The above experioent is perforoed using MATLAB 2016 Software on a systeo with 64 bit Windows 10 Operating Systeo, 4GB RAM, Intel Core i5-2430M Processor and CPU @ 2.40GHz.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this work as a Biooetric feature fingerprint is taken to construct the fuzzy vault. Security level of the user's secret is increased by the addition of the Chaff points. If an attacker gets the saved fuzzy vault by any oeans it would be very hard for hio to distinguish between the real oinutiae points froo the oixture of the oinutiae and chaff points. Also if any attacker wants to authenticate hioself falsely for a registered he will not get success because of the bio-cryptic coobination. Result and analysis shows that our proposed oethod for chaff generation achieved a good perforoance gain.
We can add the features of oulti-biooetrics systeo to enhance the security of the existing systeo. It is also a future scope of our work.
